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Summary of Roundtable on Online Advertising

Advertising is not new. Indeed, it is as old as commerce itself. However, online advertising, especially “online behavioural advertising”, which uses personal data to target ads, is relatively new. It is now big business, having recently overtaken television to be the dominant form of advertising worldwide in terms of expenditure.

The supply chain and business models associated with online advertising are much more complex than those associated with more traditional forms of advertising. Further, the ability to personalise online advertising using personal data raises new benefits and risks for consumers. Given this, it is important that consumer authorities understand how online advertising works, what the potential benefits for consumers are, and also, the likely risks. In order to explore these questions, the Committee on Consumer Policy held a roundtable on 18 April 2018 with panellists from the private sector, academia and consumer protection authorities.

Following a brief introduction and welcome, the roundtable comprised two sessions. The first session focussed on current trends in online advertising, providing an overview of some of the technologies used to facilitate online advertising, and an industry perspective on some of the potential benefits and risks of online advertising. The second session then focussed more on the identification of risks for consumers, and potential policy responses from consumer protection authorities. This roundtable summary highlights some of the key themes and issues raised during the roundtable. The final agenda is attached as an annex.

Main points

Consumers can benefit from services funded by targeted advertising

Online advertising provides a range of potential benefits and risks for consumers. There are two key ways in which online advertising can benefit consumers. The first is that it can fund the provision of “free” online services to consumers. For example, online advertising revenue allows for internet search and social media services to be provided to consumers without monetary charge. The second is that, through the use of personal data, online advertising can allow for better targeted online advertising. This has the potential to reduce consumer search costs, to introduce consumers to more relevant products or services, and to highlight promotions to consumers; all of which could be beneficial for consumers.

But online ads can mislead, especially if consumers cannot identify them

However, online advertising also presents potential consumer risks and challenges. Some of these are not new. For example, the ability for advertising to mislead consumers, either through unfounded claims, omissions of key terms or limitations, or misrepresentations regarding the nature of the material (i.e. as unbiased opinion rather than commercial content), is not unique to online advertising but remains a problem both on and offline. Identification of advertising material can be particularly challenging for consumers in relation to newer forms of online advertising such as native advertising and paid endorsements on social media (i.e. “influencer marketing”). In this respect, there appears to be potential to improve disclosures. In particular, behavioural experiments show promise in terms of improving online advertising disclosures in various contexts.
Consumers may also be more prone to manipulation and face privacy and security threats

Newer issues emerge from online behavioural advertising, which uses personal data to personalise and target advertising. In particular, if this is used to target behavioural biases or consumer vulnerabilities, it could potentially be used to manipulate consumer decision making. It could also potentially be used to implement personalised pricing and other forms of discrimination between consumers. However, it may be difficult to identify whether and how online advertising is being used in this way. For this reason, this is an area that could potentially benefit from further research.

The widespread collection of personal data that is used to inform online behavioural advertising also has implications for consumer privacy and security. In most OECD countries, consumer agencies do not bear primary responsibility for these issues, but they may have a role in ensuring that such practices (and the disclosure of such practices) are not deceptive or unfair.

There is increasing industry awareness about the potential adverse impacts of some online advertising practices on consumer trust

Industry is starting to recognise the concerns that drive consumers to take steps to block unwanted online advertising. In particular, many consumers are frustrated when online advertising negatively impacts their online experience, either by slowing down services or interrupting them. Consumer trust issues raised by privacy and security concerns are also of key importance. For this reason, a number of industry players are designing their services in ways that maintain consumer privacy and security without compromising on the ability to use consumer data at an aggregate level to constantly improve services and raise revenue.

Session 1: Current trends and industry perspective

The roundtable opened with a brief introduction and welcome from the Chair of the Committee on Consumer Policy (CCP), Mr Hugh Stevenson.

Session 1 began with Mr. Jules Polonetsky, CEO of the Future of Privacy Forum, providing an overview of the online advertising industry, focussing on how and why consumer behaviour is tracked online. He noted that understanding and measuring ad effectiveness is the main driver for tracking consumers online. He then briefly outlined the supply chain and technologies underpinning this tracking. Mr. Polonetsky noted that cookies (small pieces of information saved as a text file on a user’s device) were traditionally used to track consumers online but have become less effective since consumers now use a variety of devices and mobile apps do not support cookies. He noted some other measures being used to track online behaviour, including authenticated sign on, the IP address or local router SSID accessed by the device, browser “fingerprinting”, and geo-location data. He also noted examples of password managers being used to track consumers online (see, e.g. Acar (2017[1]) and Brandom (2017[2])). Mr. Polonetsky then highlighted some of the ways that the private sector is responding to concerns about tracking including by reducing the collection and use of personally identifiable information, changing default settings for data collection and use, and allowing consumers to choose settings that limit ad tracking. He also noted that the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) may offer further protections for consumers.
Next, Ms. Aibhinn Kelleher, responsible for Product Policy Management at Facebook, outlined Facebook’s approach to online advertising. She noted that over 5 million advertisers are active on Facebook globally and that it is the advertisers, rather than Facebook, that are responsible for ensuring compliance with applicable laws. Ms. Kelleher showed how Facebook ads are disclosed, namely, with the word “Sponsored” displayed in the top left hand side of the ad. While compliance with relevant laws is the responsibility of advertisers, Facebook has a number of policies that govern how advertising works on Facebook. These include restrictions on certain types of ads, including those for alcohol; gambling and lotteries; pharmaceuticals; dating; software; subscription services; weapons and explosives; and tobacco. In addition, the policies require: transparency about the product or service being advertised; that ads are not false, misleading or deceptive; and that advertisers comply with relevant laws. In terms of enforcement, Facebook allows for users to report a violation of the Facebook Terms of Service. This can result in Facebook reviewing, removing or blocking an ad that does not comply with their policies. They also work with government authorities that contact them regarding potentially unlawful ads. In addition, prior to publishing, ads are reviewed either by machine based software or by staff for compliance with Facebook’s policies. Ms. Kelleher noted that the same standards apply to ads on Instagram.

Session 1 finished with Ms. Catherine Armitage, Head of Digital Policy at the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA), providing an industry perspective on online advertising. Ms. Armitage noted that worldwide expenditure on online advertising has now surpassed spending on other forms of advertising. She also noted the increasing use of ad blocking technologies, representing around 11% of internet users in late 2016, and growing at a rate of 30% each year. She highlighted some of the problems faced by members of the WFA in relation to online advertising including supply chain complexity; ad fraud; threats to brand reputation and consumer declining sentiment. Ms. Armitage provided a diagrammatic illustration of the supply chain to highlight its complexity, and noted the number of players involved (often over 50 for each ad) and the fact that each takes a cut of the money. She noted that advertisers can be subject to fraud where they are charged for ads that are never seen by consumers noting that some of these schemes can be quite elaborate. She also noted that brands can suffer reputational damage if adequate controls are not in place to manage where ads are published. Further, she noted concerns around consumer sentiment in relation to online advertising. She highlighted the need to ensure that ads do not overly interfere with the consumer’s online experience and the importance of consumer trust in relation to the collection and use of personal data.

The discussion that followed covered a range of issues. There was discussion about the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in advertising and questions about whether guidance was needed. Industry representatives noted that while machine learning was and had been used in online advertising for some time, more sophisticated forms of AI were not being used extensively and so guidelines may be premature. There were questions as to how platforms deal with differences in legislation between jurisdictions and whether enforcement is undertaken on an ex ante or ex post basis. Ms. Kelleher noted that the responsibility is largely with the advertisers but that Facebook works with relevant authorities to remove offending ads as required. She also noted that Facebook undertakes some pre-screening of ads but like anything, it is not perfect. She noted that work with enforcement agencies is largely reactive rather than proactive. In relation to trends in supply chain complexity, Ms. Armitage noted that some advertisers are trying to simplify their supply chains. It was also noted that GDPR may lead to some actors withdrawing from Europe. There was also discussion about the role of self-regulation with some noting that self-regulation seems to work better for misleading ads but less well for issues relating to overall consumer “annoyance” with and mistrust of...
online advertising. The role of the private sector in bringing technological solutions to market was also noted.

Session 2: Identifying and addressing the risks

Session 2 started with a presentation from Ms. Laura Sullivan, Senior Attorney, Division of Advertising Practices, United States Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Ms. Sullivan discussed the issue of consumer identification of online advertisements, drawing on analysis undertaken by the FTC in 2014 and 2015, and published in 2017 (see FTC (2017[3])). The analysis considered whether consumer identification of online native ads and search ads could be improved with changes to the design of disclosures. The experiment made a number of changes to the disclosures, including the language used to identify the content as advertising; the placement of the text disclosure; the font size and colour of the text disclosure; and a number of other visual cues (such as shading the background of the ad). The experiment tested 48 participants on their recognition of eight different sets of webpages containing ads (of those, there was an equal split between search ads and native ads; desktop and mobile pages; and original ads and modified ads; with the order varied by participant). Recognition was subjectively measured based on participants’ spontaneous comments while interacting with the webpages and their responses to a series of open-ended questions. Except for the final set of webpages presented, participants were not asked whether anything on the webpages was advertising participants’ eye movements and fixations on different areas of the screen were also tracked. However, despite observing that participants spent significantly less time looking at ads with the modified disclosures, no correlation was found between the likelihood that a participant recognised an ad as an ad and the amount of time spent looking at it.

For both search ads and native ads, across the ads tested, ad recognition was found to improve with the modified disclosures. Although the study did not test the effect of any one particular disclosure change on ad recognition, it appears that certain disclosure techniques were particularly effective including:

- using a distinctive background shading alongside sufficiently noticeable ad labels
- ensuring that the text colour sufficiently contrasts with the background colour (for example, white text on a dark background is difficult to read on desktop)
- locating disclosures close to an ad’s headline (but outside of “blind-spots” or where readers tend not to look on webpage including in the right-hand corner of a web page or a grouping of more than one ad).

A pre-recorded video of Mr. Ryan Calo, Associate Professor of Law from the University of Washington, was played next. Mr. Calo discussed some of the ways that online advertising can target consumer behavioural biases, potentially to the detriment of consumers. In particular, he noted that there appeared to be a move from online ads that match consumers with their preferences to those that match consumers with their “persuade-ability”. For example, if an advertiser knows that a consumer is particularly influenced by scarcity then it could target the consumer with ads that highlight the scarcity of the product. While such conduct may appear relatively benign, it could be problematic if it preyed on a consumer’s biases or vulnerabilities. Mr Calo also raised concerns about personal data being used to infer a consumer’s reservation price, or maximum willingness to pay. While this might not be inefficient, he noted, it may not be fair, especially if coupled with behaviour that preys on consumer vulnerabilities (e.g. numbers dyslexia). Mr. Calo noted his work on what he termed “digital market manipulation” and the potential to manipulate consumers in real time (see Calo (2014[4])). He also noted work he had done with Alex Rosenblat on manipulation in
peer platform markets in a report called “The taking economy”, which could be especially problematic given the information the platform has on users on both sides of the transaction (see Calo and Rosenblat (2017[5])). He gave an example of research Uber has undertaken on seeing whether or not consumers would be more willing to pay surge (i.e. higher) prices if their phone battery is low. While recognising that the scope of the CCP is limited to consumer issues, he also noted concerns about tactics employed in respect of consumers being used in other contexts, for example, to influence political discourse.

Mr. Sam Wilson, Compliance Executive, Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP) (UK), then discussed the role of CAP and its sister organisation, Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) in policing and sanctioning misleading online advertising in the United Kingdom. In particular, ASA/CAP is a self-regulatory body that is responsible for ensuring ads comply with relevant laws and standards, including relevant ASA/CAP standards. Since 2011, ASA/CAP’s remit has included online ads and since 2013, online behavioural ads. Each year ASA/CAP receives around 20,000 to 30,000 complaints, with 90% of these coming from consumers. As a result, approximately 6,000 ads are withdrawn or amended annually due to breaches of the code. In addition, he noted that ASA/CAP provide approximately 300,000 pieces of advice each year in respect of online ads. Mr. Wilson noted that ASA/CAP is currently undertaking research on the recognition and labelling of online advertisements. It has just concluded a call for evidence with the aim to use this to inform guidance on how to produce effective online ad disclosures.

The last presentation was from Mr. Jason Novak, who works in User Privacy at Apple. Mr. Novak discussed the ways in which Apple has implemented technological solutions to better protect consumers against the risks of online advertising; in particular, to maintain consumer privacy online. Mr. Novak noted Apple’s focus on consumer privacy in all aspects of its business, and its belief that privacy is a fundamental right. However, he noted that there can be trade-offs between functionality and privacy, and that some consumers want to access services for free, meaning online ads are inevitable. Mr. Novak noted the disclosure efforts taken by Apple to inform consumers about their privacy when using Apple products and services; and to allow consumers to manage their privacy settings. He noted the heavy reliance on third-parties in the online ecosystem. For example, for the top 100 websites in America, on average, 16 third parties are involved in loading a website. In general, consumers will have no ability to know how many third parties are collecting information on them when they go online. While it is relatively easy to block all cookies online, Mr. Novak noted that this would undermine usability and business models that rely on online advertising revenue (i.e. “free” online services). Blocking of third-party cookies, however, retains most of the functionality without undermining privacy. Hence, since 2003, Apple has blocked third-party cookies as the default in its internet browser, Safari. More recently, Apple has introduced “Intelligent Tracking Prevention” alongside “Storage Access API” to further restrict cross-site tracking while maintaining functionality in the form of authenticated services. Mr. Novak noted that Apple would like to see such approaches adopted as standards across the online environment but that consensus is hard to reach.

A number of delegates asked questions about, and commented on, the FTC study in the discussion that followed. In particular, support was expressed for undertaking experiments to understand what forms of ad disclosures are most effective. Some delegates noted they had been undertaking similar experiments on this issue and on other topics such as disclosure of terms and conditions. There was interest from some delegates in undertaking “real life” experiments, partnering with industry, if possible. In response, WFA and Facebook noted that they were also undertaking similar types of experiments but that this was not usually done in partnership with government agencies. Ms. Sullivan noted an academic study on native ad
disclosures that was undertaken in partnership with a restaurant review site (Zomato) (see Shani and Nair (2016[6])) but noted that a limitation of this study was that it analysed only changes in subjects’ behaviour (clicking and purchasing behaviour) and did not test for consumer understanding. There was also some discussion about whether ad recognition is the key issue or whether such experiments should also look at the impact of ads on consumer behaviour.

In relation to “digital market manipulation”, delegates were interested to know whether and to what extent these practices are actually occurring, and how such practices can be detected (including personalised pricing). Mr. Calo noted that indeed there is little transparency around this and academics and regulators are always playing catch-up in terms of understanding what businesses are actually doing. He suggested this is an area that governments alongside academia should continue to research. He noted that the key thing is to consider the incentives and business models of the relevant businesses. He also noted that not all businesses are engaged in these forms of behaviour and that businesses that prioritise privacy, such as Apple, Microsoft and Mozilla, are encouraging.
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Annex A: Agenda for the Roundtable on Online Advertising

Introduction

Advertising has been around as long as commerce itself. While advertising has always had the potential to raise consumer issues, online advertising has the potential to raise a whole new set of risks and challenges for consumers. In particular, the tracking of consumer activity online along with the emergence of big data and artificial intelligence (AI) present new opportunities for marketers to target consumer biases at almost any time of the day and in any context, as consumers spend more and more time online. Further, personalised advertising, with its range of potential benefits and risks, can now be served up at scale.

Online advertising brings consumer benefits by funding access to content and services without monetary payment. It also enables advertisements to be more relevant to consumer interests, saving consumers search time and money. It brings potential risks as well. In particular, the ability of online advertising to potentially target consumers’ behavioural biases at scale, and to potentially tailor them to a consumer’s specific vulnerabilities, means that consumer decision making may be more prone to manipulation than with other forms of advertising. In addition, online advertising may present new ways in which to mislead consumers regarding the full costs of a product or service, or in respect of unexpected terms and conditions of a sale. This may be of particular concern where the advertising is targeted at children or other vulnerable or disadvantaged consumers, as highlighted in the OECD E-commerce Recommendation. Consumers may also risk being misled if they cannot easily identify online content as advertising material. This was also raised as a concern in the E-Commerce Recommendation. This is likely to be a particular concern with native advertising and user-generated content such as “influencer” marketing, for example. Other threats from online advertising could compromise consumer privacy and security, including through malicious advertising (so called "malvertising").

As part of the CCP's continued work on behavioural insights and the protection of digital consumers, this roundtable will examine these emerging trends and issues around online advertising. The first half of the roundtable will provide a primer on trends in online advertising from a number of perspectives. It will examine developments in "ad tech" that use AI and machine learning algorithms to target advertising in real time based on personal data. It will also provide an overview of the key types of online advertising and the new issues these raise for consumers. In addition, the session will provide a business perspective on what practices they put in place to best manage these risks for consumers. The second session will then focus on the identification of the key risks for consumers, and potential ways to address these. In particular, it will take an initial look at some of the problems being experienced by consumers and some of the measures being put in place to protect consumers online where constant exposure to advertising is now the norm.

Session 1: Current trends and industry perspective (14:15 – 15:15)

This session will provide an overview of the current trends in online advertising, focussing on the potential benefits and risks to consumers. In addition, it will provide an industry perspective on how to ensure that online advertising brings benefits to consumers, and minimises the potential risks.
Panellists

Mr. Jules Polonetsky, CEO of the Future of Privacy Forum, will provide an overview of the online advertising industry, with a brief overview of the potential benefits and costs to consumers.

Ms. Aibhinn Kelleher, Product Policy Management at Facebook, will provide a business perspective, outlining Facebook’s approach to online advertising and what it sees as the key opportunities and risks for consumers, including an overview of the processes they have put in place to protect consumers.

Ms. Catherine Armitage, World Federation of Advertisers, will provide an industry perspective on the recent developments in online advertising, including the benefits and risks for consumers, and the roles and responsibilities of industry players and policymakers in ensuring that consumers can get the benefits from online advertising while minimising the risks.

Box A1. Discussion Questions

- What are the key trends shaping the online advertising industry?
- What risks do online advertising pose for consumers?
- Which players create these risks and what do they do to manage them?
- Who is best placed to deal with these risks?

Session 2: Identifying and addressing the risks (15:15 – 16:30)

This session will look at some of the key policy issues for consumers relating to online advertising. It will look at what is required to ensure that consumers are not misled in their dealings with online advertising, either due to an inability to identify online advertising, or misrepresentations regarding the collection, use and sharing of personal information associated with online advertising.

Panellists

Mr. Ryan Calo, Associate Professor of Law, University of Washington, will discuss (via video) some of the ways that online advertising can target consumer behavioural biases and some of the other consumer threats from online advertising, including in respect of the collection of personal data.

Ms. Laura Sullivan, Senior Attorney, Division of Advertising Practices, US Federal Trade Commission, will discuss the problems consumers may experience in identifying online advertisements, drawing on quantitative analysis undertaken in relation to advertising disclosures.
Mr. Sam Wilson, Compliance Executive, Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP) (UK), will discuss CAP’s experience in policing and sanctioning misleading advertising online, including some preliminary insights from a recent call for evidence on the recognition and labelling of online advertisements.

Mr. Jason Novak, User Privacy, Apple, will discuss ways in which Apple has implemented technological solutions to better protect consumers against the risks of online advertising (e.g. through their internet browser, Safari), the motivations for this, and more generally, how technological solutions can complement other measures to protect consumers against the risks of online advertising.

### Box A2. Discussion Questions

- Do generic protections against false and misleading information provide sufficient protection for consumers in respect of online advertising?
- If not, are additional measures required? If so, what are these? Should these involve self-regulation, co-regulation, softer policy tools or new regulated requirements? What is the role for consumer education?
- What could policy makers do to support the evidence base to assess these questions?
- Is the private sector likely to develop solutions? If so, how can policy best support this?

---

1 The order of Session 2 was changed due to technical difficulties in playing Mr. Ryan Calo’s video.

2 This analysis built on the findings of a 2013 FTC workshop on online advertising disclosure (see FTC (2013[7])).

3 Mr. Calo noted the work of Hanson and Kysar in the 1990s around “market manipulation”, which has influenced his work on such behaviour in the online context. See, e.g. Hanson and Kysar (1999[8]); Hanson and Kysar (1999[9]) and Hanson and Kysar (2000[10]).

4 For example, the European Commission is expecting to publish work on online ad disclosures in the coming months.